From: Steven Lunn
Sent: 27 January 2016 16:49
To: Triton Knoll Electrical System
Cc: Triton Knoll Electrical System
Subject: TRITON KNOLL EN020019
Dear Kelvin Macdonald and fellow members of the Examining Board.
Unfortunately I find myself having to write to you once more , may I remind you that I am one of the
farmer/landowners who is effected by the proposed cable laying scheme for Triton Knoll. As you will
be aware landowners have recieved a revised time-limited financial offer (recieved 19/01/2016) with a
22/02/2016 deadline date from Adam Kendall. This is a improved offer on the original one and I
assume they have been disappointed with the uptake so far and need to sharpen their pencil
somewhat as I know that my neighbours havent signed up after the first offer . Having spoken to my
agent at Brown and co about the latest offer his advice was to think very carefully about the offer as if
we didn't except and RWE went for a compulsory order we would be very much penalised and the
financial compensation would be considerately less. This to me sounds like blackmail, if we don't
agree now before all the detail has been published or even before you give it the green light and we
wait to see how or if my concerns are addressed to my satisfaction then quite clearly I will lose out .To
sign upto this scheme now would be giving them a license to do as they wish which I am very
apprehensive to do , we should not be put in this position and if the scheme does get the go ahead
nobody should be disavantaged whether they sign up now or when they are forced to by a
compulsory order. I still feel opposed to this scheme even if the compensation may seem reasonable
to some it still worries me that if it goes a head it will jeopardise my business and cause long term
practical problems which may effect the land in question for many years to come. Agriculture in this
effected area is the most fertile and valuable there is in the UK ,it must be treated and managed
accordingly I do not welcome the upheaval and destruction of my livelihood for some large money
making company to force me into something I don't feel comfortable with,especially at my expense if I
don't agree to sign up now !
Yours Sincerely
Steven Lunn
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